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Unified Serenity

Senior Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by sjkted 

I agree completely here. The question is how to keep the energy vampires away from Nexus.

--sjkted

I am all ears to hear your idea sjkted. I offered a solution. I don't think it would turn into Avalon because only a few examples need be set. Do you not see a need to ban someone at some point? BTW, I
have been a member of Avalon since 2009, and when the whole charles affair took place I called it BS but life got in the way so to speak. So, I was not around for the mass jumping of ship.

btw, I feel Nexus and PA and PC are under attack again. I think it's coordinated and not necessarily intentionally at all 3. I have prayed for several members here.

"No one really cares how much you know until they know how much you care."
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The Following 2 Users Say Thank You to Unified Serenity For This Useful Post:

Gardener (7th February 2012), VajraYaya (7th February 2012)
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sjkted

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

I am all ears to hear your idea sjkted. I offered a solution. I don't think it would turn into Avalon because only a few examples need be set. Do you not see a need to ban someone at some point? BTW, I have been a member of
Avalon since 2009, and when the whole charles affair took place I called it BS but life got in the way so to speak. So, I was not around for the mass jumping of ship.

But, the question is how do we determine who gets a warning and a ban? Are we supposed to come up with a long list of rules that are enforced by judges, community pleadings, and juries or should we just
appoint a dictator?

--sjkted
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ZookieMonster

Senior Moderator
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Chicodoodoo 

It's easy to make a mistake.

The “Mirror, mirror” thread I started was all about how Nexus members connect the dots to arrive at conclusions that lead to the seemingly justified dismissal of a person or idea, when such a dismissal is actually inappropriate.
No one is immune from doing this, not even me.

[...]

In every case (note the URL), it is the Nexus Vbulletin software that is serving up the irritating webpages.

It's easy to see how I could make a mistake in accusing Celine and Richard of dirty tricks. It could happen to anyone.

FWIW, I, too, received the inaccessible page when I tried to log in. It occurred on Superbowl Sunday, right? I figured it was internet overload or something; then when I could access ESPN, I figured Nexus
was down. At no point did it ever occur to me that there were any shenanigans going on ... and precisely because this type of thing happens from time to time (even during times of calm when Nexus is not
beset by bad energies).

Still, you took the first resort Chico of publicly accusing Richard ... and to me, that fueled the fire. A moderator is supposed to put out fires, not fuel 'em or fan 'em. It just confirmed right then and there
that serious trust issues existed between you and Richard (issues which could have been handled better by both sides, true enough, but Richard didn't make a false accusation against you so the
righteousness is on his side). 

Now that you have admitted your mistake in your false accusation, we have an opportunity to move forward. Let's not waste a further moment mitigating the seriousness of the mistake - and it was very
serious, IMO - by explaining its genesis. 

You want a community to oppose the pyramid system? Then here is your community: Nexus. If you perceive that Nexus is a pyramid like any other forum, then work to flatten it down. We may never flatten
it to an ideal planar state as is our desire ... but that just means we have to be eternally vigilant in pounding it down each time it attempts to erect itself in a pyramid state. The planar design is an ideal ...
a guiding design ... but it can never be implemented as such due to human failing. <------- So we do the best we can. 

I implore members on both sides of this bad energy to throw away the whip and help with the oars. There are much bigger issues out there. There are threads out there that deserve our attention (if we
want to be fully awakened). 

Luke's thread, for instance: http://nexus.2012info.ca/forum/showt...arle-Mises-org 

Cheers_____ I have neither the knowledge nor the wisdom to be your messiah, and barely enough to be mine._ I drink, therefore I am ... not because I have to. _ 
Uncle Zook____ You can lead a horse to philosophers, but you can't make it think.__When surrounded by tinder wood, better to curse the darkness than light the candle.
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The Following 9 Users Say Thank You to ZookieMonster For This Useful Post:

Canzirka (7th February 2012), Fred Steeves (7th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012), Khaleesi (7th February 2012), noxon (7th February 2012), sandy (7th February 2012), sjkted (7th February 2012), truthunter (7th
February 2012), VajraYaya (7th February 2012)
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truthunter

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Unified Serenity 

Well, if you don't like the word vacation, then don't use it. I will speak for myself. Sometimes it is a vacation that is needed. Take a few days off and it amazing how less offensive one finds certain posts because they stepped
away from the forum. Sometimes they need a time out in the naughty chair. Sometimes they just need to leave. 

Mods do have to make decisions, it's part of being a mod. I'm ok with that as long as it's done evenly and I do trust the leadership here to act even handed.

Hugh Martin <chicodoodoo@gmail.com>

Fwd: pg 5
eric billig <ebillig@hotmail.com> Tue, Apr 10, 2012 at 1:11 PM
To: chic <chicodoodoo@gmail.com>

Begin forwarded message:

From: eric billig <ebillig@hotmail.com>
Date: April 10, 2012 1:28:48 PM EDT
To: andy wight <andywight@gmail.com>
Subject: pg 5

 Nexus, we have a problem.

Gmail - Fwd: pg 5 3/15/2013
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This is NOT intended to be sarcastic or ill willed and stems from the terms "Vacation" and "Naughty Chair" So this really IS Kindergarden then, and there has to be someone to enforce that the "brat" actually
goes there, and STAYS there. Am I wrong here in my ASSUMPTION that possibly we humans just can't get it together? We have ongoing darts and spears flying because people can't seem to forgive and
forget. What good is it to forgive if you harbor ongoing ill will? WOW, the names I could type here. 

The case with Chico was a prime example: He was honestly trying to figure out what happened, and came to the conclusion that "someone" pulled the plug, and being concerned, he declared what he
concluded. When he admitted his major blunder...and even asked for "forgiveness", he was told "I forgive IF..."...also, "I will never forgive...". Chico is now an outcast....because of why? Perhaps that is an
example for us all as maybe we aren't really capable of actually tolerating others beyond our comfort zone, much less forgiving, in which case we are dead in the water, as nothing else will "hold water" for
us.

Truth
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truthunter

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Unified Serenity 

I am all ears to hear your idea sjkted. I offered a solution. I don't think it would turn into Avalon because only a few examples need be set. Do you not see a need to ban someone at some point? BTW, I have been a member of
Avalon since 2009, and when the whole charles affair took place I called it BS but life got in the way so to speak. So, I was not around for the mass jumping of ship.

btw, I feel Nexus and PA and PC are under attack again. I think it's coordinated and not necessarily intentionally at all 3. I have prayed for several members here.

Serenity, if people feel "under attack", could it be because we need to be confronted with something within us before we have any business going beyond ourselves? We can't be the enemy and think we
can join together against an enemy and survive.
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Céline

Senior Nexian 
Social Media Rep

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

sometimes a cigar..is just a cigar.

youve been here 3 months hunter, do you think nexus has a problem?

This is my voice
There are many like it
but this one is mine

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature...&v=FHczVzGfyqQ
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The Following User Says Thank You to Céline For This Useful Post:

Gardener (7th February 2012)
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Chicodoodoo

Former Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by ZookieMonster 

It occurred on Superbowl Sunday, right? I figured it was internet overload or something;

Yes, that was our first assumption as well. I could log-in repeatedly with no problem, but Andy couldn't. Andy suggested I try logging in with his user ID and password, which I did. Keep in mind that I was
doing this from a different location than Andy, using a different IP address, with a different computer, and running different software. Logged in as Andy, I had the same problems Andy did. I could then log-
in as Chico and have no problems. The issue was clearly associated with Andy's log-in ID, which pointed immediately to the MU mod. There was no other explanation.

I too was thrown off by other Nexus members saying, "It happened to me, too". In fact, that argument, coming from both Danielle and Charles in the Nexus Group chat, was the argument that convinced me
that I had made a mistake, which is why I offered my quick retraction.

However, I have since learned more. The MU mod, once triggered, is reported to have a bug that causes some users not on the MU list to experience the same problems! This could be caused by subtle
programming errors in the MU mod code, like not clearing the "annoy" flag properly somewhere in the code once it has been set.

Given all that information, the conclusion that the MU mod was being used in the Vbulletin software, under the control of a code-savvy administrator, was inescapable.

I'm still trying to figure out where my error was. Can you help me?
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truthunter

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Céline 

sometimes a cigar..is just a cigar.

youve been here 3 months hunter, do you think nexus has a problem?

Hi Celine, I have been "here" for almost 6 decades trying to understand humanity. Are humans running the show here? Then the answer would have to be that there IS a problem. I am not trying to finger
point, as I am well aware of how many finger would point my way in the process. Are WE not trying to figure out what is true and what is false? Are WE not trying to find PEACE together? Well then, WE
must take a good look and make sure we don't throw out the baby with the bathwater if we plan to better other attempts at achieving a planar design that actually might work. Such designs can only exist
when the builders are in harmony. We have to have HARMONY, and that is no easy achievement. On a personal note...I LOVE harmony. Harmony is great stuff....we just need to get it (somehow).

Last edited by truthunter; 7th February 2012 at 16:55. Reason: typo
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Burke

Baby Face
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Chicodoodoo 

I'm still trying to figure out where my error was. Can you help me?

assumption convenient to vendetta, without sound fact checking to test a thesis, further exploration for evidence to support it, communication outside the channels of suspicion to avoid bias

all in understanding of the current emotional volatility of the nexus atmosphere 

which can be said to have been propagated by you to an opinionated degree 

(possible) observation that even if wrong, that this would still fuel the flames of drama in the anticipation of desired conflict for the sake of growth in your own comfort zone yet willingly blind to it being
outside of others 

in an attempt to demonize the staff more so than has already been accomplished through comparisons to a genocidal controlling world elite, controlling mental patients in a ward here at nexus (as an
extreme example you used in your tranquility base thread) 

all just my opinion of course, but I think you choose your extreme examples well as they accomplish the reactions you are searching for, like a vivisectionist looking for "truth" without regard for those you
use to find it

Qui tacet consentit 
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truthunter

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Chicodoodoo 

Yes, that was our first assumption as well. I could log-in repeatedly with no problem, but Andy couldn't. Andy suggested I try logging in with his user ID and password, which I did. Keep in mind that I was doing this from a
different location than Andy, using a different IP address, with a different computer, and running different software. Logged in as Andy, I had the same problems Andy did. I could then log-in as Chico and have no problems.
The issue was clearly associated with Andy's log-in ID, which pointed immediately to the MU mod. There was no other explanation.

I too was thrown off by other Nexus members saying, "It happened to me, too". In fact, that argument, coming from both Danielle and Charles in the Nexus Group chat, was the argument that convinced me that I had made a
mistake, which is why I offered my quick retraction.

However, I have since learned more. The MU mod, once triggered, is reported to have a bug that causes some users not on the MU list to experience the same problems! This could be caused by subtle programming errors in
the MU mod code, like not clearing the "annoy" flag properly somewhere in the code once it has been set.

Given all that information, the conclusion that the MU mod was being used in the Vbulletin software, under the control of a code-savvy administrator, was inescapable.

I'm still trying to figure out where my error was. Can you help me?

Chico, you must admit that you umped to conclusions initially. And since there was "strive" between you, Celine and Richard, you decided to "go for it". You apparently have let the built up emotions of the
past few days influence your judgement. Not a good thing to do, but who is innocent among us of never having done the same. 
Your quest for "truth" is a great hardship (as this demonstrates), but then again, no quest for truth has ever been a bowl of cherries, has it?

I sense that you still believe that you are wronged and that is a concern. Nexus, if Chico has ever been a member of the family here, aught not his concerns concern us all? Is not even a "thorn" (such as I)
of value in the quest for learning and growing? If we aren't concerned about Chico's concerns, then who is next that we aren't concerned about? Is there "brotherhood" here or another machine which
expends much energy and goes nowhere?
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Nazirite

Moderator

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Look guys and gals - the longer this hovers without some positive steps forward it will al kick off again.

The embers are still glowing and one or two just want to fan those flames.

We need to get away from personalities because all we have is wallowing in self, recriminations or justifications which is just going round in circles and evertime we get to pass go instead of £200 cash we
are back into the emotional quagmire AGAIN- pretty much everything has been said which needs to be said (at least 3 times) It is all going to kick off again.

At the moment we seem to have two camps - extremes, if you will - maybe we should be looking at ideas for a middle ground

1) Laisser faire

2) Stricter more prominent boundaries

Is there a third or better way?

The Truth is Self Evident, it produces Bountiful fruits and, in time, will overshadow the thorns and weeds of Deceit. Bastard.
He's Not King Arthur, He's a Very Naughty Boy
The UK Column: http://www.ukcolumn.org/ British Constitution Group: http://www.thebcgroup.org.uk/
Tir na Saor - Land of the Free:http://freemanireland.ning.com/ 
Sovereign Independent IE http://www.sovereignindependent.com/
Common Purposed Exposed: http://www.cpexposed.com/ 
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andywight

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Chicodoodoo 

As unbelievable as it may seem, the problem is Richard.

Andywight, as we know, recently started a thread which has focused on Celine. I am fairly sure neither Celine nor Richard are very happy with andywight as a result.

Yesterday, that thread was heating up, and Celine was catching some real flak. I had just posted a rather revealing post critical of Celine when, ten minutes later, the entire forum went down.

Had Richard pulled the plug?

After an hour or two, the forum finally came back up (Mods, what happened during that time?). Andywight skyped me, saying he was suffering a great deal of frustration, as he was being blocked from accessing Nexus. He
asked me if I was having problems, and I was not. As a test, he suggested I log on using his account. He gave me his log-on name and password to try, which I did, and sure enough, every time I tried to log in as andywight, I
too was being blocked. So this problem was being targeted specifically at andywight.

I've seen this little shenanigan before, at Atticus1.

There is an optional mod for Vbulletin called “Miserable Users” designed to do exactly this. The symptoms described are exactly the symptoms andywight experienced. Andy took some screenshots of these symptoms and
posted them in the Nexus Group chat. I have copies as well, which I can post.

There is likely only one person familiar enough with Vbulletin to install and use this mod, and that would be Richard. Richard has a history of emotional outbursts whenever his wife Celine is called into question. One shocking
example occurred in public on the Avalon forum about a year ago, which resulted in Richard and Celine being kicked off that forum. Another occurred in the Mod Chat room one week ago. I was on the receiving end of that
outburst, and I have the chat log saved, should it become necessary to post it.

Richard has been on a mission to have me removed as a moderator ever since that outburst last week. He has made a number of disparaging posts against me playing the “trust” card, some of which I have quoted below.

I think it's clear who cannot be trusted here. Neither Richard or Celine should be at the top of the Nexus pyramid. Any criticism leveled by a Nexus member at moderator Celine can result in underhanded blowback from
administrator Richard. And it has, many times. The conflict of interest is enormous and detrimental to the integrity and health of Nexus.

In my opinion, it would be best for both Richard and Celine to step down from their positions before they are removed.

After having time to fully study vbullintins software options it is now clear to me that Chico was correct!

I was clearly put on the "Miserable User List" this is of course would be very hard to prove! which is the beauty of the software.

The very next day my account was not only set to "moderated" but my access to the "Members only section" was stopped.

I received no prier notice of this from the staff, which has been claimed here on numerous occasions by Admins/Mods not to happen! You are supposed to receive a warning first! This did not happen!
Several hours latter after a member here contacted them on my behalf I was told what had happened.

I never received a warning.

Last edited by andywight; 7th February 2012 at 18:14.
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 Originally Posted by andywight  

I was clearly put on the "Miserable User List"

Let's call this thread the "The Miserable User" thread ... I feel very miserable after these past couple of days here @ Nexus. Please mods, can you put me on the "Miserable User List" for a while. Please?
Maybe that might help to calm down a bit. Self-moderation; What a wonderfull find! Thanks mods! "Miserable User List". Brilliant!

Last edited by Amerillo; 7th February 2012 at 18:13.
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Nazirite

Moderator

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Look, time to get over it - whatever it was for you; (all of you with a prime part in the drama)

Yep, everyone has fu cked up in some respect and ended personally attacking other members/mods/admin, whoever - nobody is an angel and without blame in this sad affair.

Time to sit back, count to ten and zip! - zip! zzzzzzzzip it and put some duct tape over your virtual mouth and start focusing on going forward rather whining around in cyber purgatory.

The Truth is Self Evident, it produces Bountiful fruits and, in time, will overshadow the thorns and weeds of Deceit. Bastard.
He's Not King Arthur, He's a Very Naughty Boy
The UK Column: http://www.ukcolumn.org/ British Constitution Group: http://www.thebcgroup.org.uk/
Tir na Saor - Land of the Free:http://freemanireland.ning.com/ 
Sovereign Independent IE http://www.sovereignindependent.com/
Common Purposed Exposed: http://www.cpexposed.com/ 
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Céline

Senior Nexian 
Social Media Rep

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Your warning was basically verbal.text

You knew full well your actions would get a reaction

as for the techie stuff... i have no clue.. all i know is we were out to diner and richard had to step away from his dinner to help the servers...

Andy... im really sorry all this misunderstanding has happened.

Perhaps one day we can all get passed it... but for now... i for one cant.

I cannot find forgiveness for what you have done (on a personal note)

the forum stuff... oh well... we've all been here before and will probably be there again.

This is my voice
There are many like it
but this one is mine

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature...&v=FHczVzGfyqQ
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Burke

Baby Face
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

I realize my above post has some veiled venom in it, and I apologize, let me put this all in another context

this entire discussion that permeates several threads now is promoted as a free discussion on the merits of an open, planar, non-hierarchical forum vs one that is moderated by a hierarchy

with who owns the server, where it is located, who pays for the software, who's monetary accounts are used to pay for it in a hierarchical society, and who assumes the lawful liabilities that
can arise being treated as arbitrary issues when in fact they are very real and to be quite honest HUGE a priori concern in just the mere establishment of such a place...this already moves it out of bounds of
Utopia, but this is besides the point lets move on

this discussion could be happening in a very adult manner in which there is speculation, conjecture, and the listening to and responding to the ideas and commentary to those ideas without negating
intelligence, opinion, and experience in the process

but this is not what is happening

what is happening instead is accusation, moves for removing existing mods in no confidence twice now, flames wars, emotionally charged rhetoric, suggestions for volunteer staff to step down, rotating
staff, intellectual gladiatorism, and unfair simile and metaphor used as a means of propaganda to convince people of views emotionally, that have failed to do so intellectually

all while ignoring those issues in bold above in some form of petri dish discussion of a desired utopia in a sort of disconnect from reality because of the world we live in, and ignoring that we are flawed and
emotionally driven despite our desire to be and perhaps assumption to be "evolved" and "enlightened" people because we feel a disconnect to the "sheep"

during these discussions we tend to make assumption convenient to opinions we hold, in other words we take ideas that do not fit within our views comfortably and or supportive of our views in debate and
put them up to much more vigorous fact checking and internal debate in which more proof is required for acceptance, than we do those ideas that support our views even though they could be just as
flawed and could be discovered to be erroneous 

we use propaganda to sell our views, we have been programmed well by our controllers and still do it here, I am guilty of it and see others do it also. Chico who is so adamant in how wrong it is, unknowing
does it too by the mere postulations that human flaw and error comes into play in the hierarchy, without submitting that the same holds true for those who oppose the hierarchy which is evident in his posts
that attack the hierarchy, be it Avalon, Camelot, or Nexus. Mixing truth and lies is dis-information Chico, you always mixed the two up in your earlier threads. 

Propaganda is a form of communication that is aimed at influencing the attitude of a community toward some cause or position so as to benefit oneself or one's group. (source) So in its most base form,
even metaphor and simile can be viewed as such, and we are all guilty for it in principle. What determines whether it is right, wrong or manipulative is based on the thesis verses the accepted values of a
given community and the divergence which can be seen between the two.

We do this because we are flawed human beings and there are no benevolent leaders here, no philosopher kings despite the desire for them and instead we have the only means of existence available: a
flawed method of communication run by flawed people, hosting more flawed people discussing flawed premises in a flawed manner. Perfection if found in beauty, and this is the perfect place for me.

Qui tacet consentit 
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Ross

Administrator
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

I popped this in another thread...it may be suited here as well.

Some posts here would give an Aspirin a headache…
(A line from the Layer Cake movie)

This is a forum, and one that operates fairly well compared to others in terms of Moderation and controlling of.

There are 320 active members presently…put these same people in any other situation, the work place, the government, whale protection, the sports field, an off the grid community, crochet class or a tea towel folding factory,
and anything else you can think of…the same dynamics will occur. Why? We are Human beings.

Some here appear to be under the impression that we should be striving for perfection…that is not going to happen, not in your lifetime, your children’s or your Grandchildren’s.

Human beings (CURRENTLY) are not capable of such fancies…we are flawed, sometimes loving and beautiful, sometimes complete idiots…

Accept that condition but continue to strive towards a better understanding of how to get along, for without that we are destined to repeat the ways of our forefathers…insanity.

Peace to all of you imperfect beings…and I sit amongst you, imperfect and flawed but always trying to become a better person, for myself and humanity…just like the rest of you...I hope.

All my above views are subject to scrutiny due to the fact they have been written by an imperfect being.

Peace

Ross

Our perceptions of reality are based on our belief systems, constructs of the information we have received.
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Nazirite

Moderator

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

You know - If you put it in perspective - the things we have in common is a realization that the world is full of evil ba stards starting wars and famine creating poverty allowing disease to run rampant and
poisoning minds, creating race hate, religious hate and any other kind of hate and sh it you can think of and all that is happening here is people whining about, in the grand scheme of things, VERY TRIVIAL
CRAP.

Pffft! - going for a brew and a sh it umbrella

The Truth is Self Evident, it produces Bountiful fruits and, in time, will overshadow the thorns and weeds of Deceit. Bastard.
He's Not King Arthur, He's a Very Naughty Boy
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Greybeard

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Nothing is a problem till thinking makes it so.
There is tremendous freedom in not having to be right.
Nexus we have a solution---- Change the gramophone record. (when you find yourself in a hole stop digging)
Find something interesting and positive to discuss might perhaps be the answer. 

Chris

A charity to help African Children become self sufficient.

http://www.learningtoolsforselfdevelopment.co.uk/

"Be kind to all life including your own no matter what"
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Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Burke 

Perfection is found in beauty, and this is the perfect place for me.

 

you are FU CKING PERFECT burkey!!!

This is my voice
There are many like it
but this one is mine

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature...&v=FHczVzGfyqQ
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Amerillo
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Join Date

Posts

Status

Thanks

Thanked 1,008 Times in 358 Posts

Aug 31 2011

459

Offline

716

Amerillo

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

DECEPTION! DISENGAGE! I asked to be on the "Miserably User List" but I'm still seeing this ����ing discussion on my screen. I guess the mods have a double or triple agenda for not putting me on the list.
I WANT MY MONEY BACK!
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The Following 3 Users Say Thank You to Amerillo For This Useful Post:

alienHunter (7th February 2012), HURRITT ENYETO (8th February 2012), Khaleesi (7th February 2012)

7th February 2012, 18:20 #122

Join Date

Location

Posts

Status

Thanks

Thanked 1,308 Times in 480 Posts

Apr 5 2011

Bahamas

729

Offline

1,287

andywight

Former Member

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

 Originally Posted by Céline 

Your warning was basically verbal.text

You knew full well your actions would get a reaction

as for the techie stuff... i have no clue.. all i know is we were out to diner and richard had to step away from his dinner to help the servers...

Andy... im really sorry all this misunderstanding has happened.

Perhaps one day we can all get passed it... but for now... i for one cant.

I cannot find forgiveness for what you have done (on a personal note)

the forum stuff... oh well... we've all been here before and will probably be there again.

Celine, I certainly don't recall any "verbal.text" warning me of anything, could you please post the logs of this, you have my permission.

Reply   Reply With Quote     Top         

7th February 2012, 18:23 #123

Join Date

Posts

Status

Thanks

Thanked 7,709 Times in 2,560 Posts

Mar 2 2011

3,524

Online

4,122

Céline

Senior Nexian 
Social Media Rep

Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

i said "basicaly", Andy.

Are you saying you couldnt see it comming?

Please andy your...

WAS I RANTING????? WAS I??? ...

Our little drama queen acts dont need to play out in front of these kind souls..

They are getting fed up of it.

This is my voice
There are many like it
but this one is mine

http://www.youtube.com/watch?feature...&v=FHczVzGfyqQ

Reply   Reply With Quote     TopThanks            

The Following User Says Thank You to Céline For This Useful Post:

Dorok (8th February 2012)

7th February 2012, 18:29 #124

Join Date

Location

Age

Posts

Status

Thanks

Thanked 2,374 Times in 606 Posts

Mar 2 2011

Scotland

66

771

Online

985

Greybeard

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

Ps I would rather be happy than right.

Chris

A charity to help African Children become self sufficient.

http://www.learningtoolsforselfdevelopment.co.uk/

"Be kind to all life including your own no matter what"

Reply   Reply With Quote     TopThanks            

The Following 5 Users Say Thank You to Greybeard For This Useful Post:

Fred Steeves (7th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012), jasonzwsa (8th February 2012), lightblue (7th February 2012), VajraYaya (7th February 2012)

7th February 2012, 18:31 #125

Join Date

Location

Age

Posts

Status

Thanks

Thanked 1,831 Times in 429 Posts

Mar 9 2011

Dunedin,Fl.

45

459

Offline

2,659

Fred Steeves

Senior Member
Re: Nexus, we have a problem.

On the bright side of this continuing matter, I find that the ideal time to find out who one's true friends really are is when the chips are down and you're in trouble. The phonies will either disappear into the
background or actually make things worse, while the friends will be right at your side. 

Cheers,
Fred
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The Following 3 Users Say Thank You to Fred Steeves For This Useful Post:

Céline (7th February 2012), Gardener (7th February 2012), Janos (7th February 2012)
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